
a man of high social rank to serve the king in battles  騎⼠
to see and be aware of something  注意到
a large, plant-eating dinosaur with a very long neck and tail 梁⿓
a type of animal that became extinct a long time ago, some of
which were extremely large  恐⿓
to be brave enough to do something  敢做
to speak with unusual pauses and/or repeated sounds  結結巴巴
地說

nervous and uncomfortable with other people害羞的
very much, more than usual  尤其
very beautiful and impressive  華麗動⼈的
to watch out  保持警惕
annoying and unpleasant  令⼈反感的
a children’s game in which the player throws a stone onto a set of
squares marked on the ground and then hops into the squares to
get the stone  跳⾶機
to be sure that someone is able to help you 依靠
to want to know more about something  想弄明⽩
a stream of hot burning gas  ⽕焰
to show pain or displeasure  發出抱怨聲
to keep doing something  繼續
in a powerful way  激烈地
to speak in a low voice  嘀咕
a pen with a writing tip made of a thick, soft fabric  氈頭筆
untidy  蓬亂的
to become red in the face  臉紅

knight (n)
notice (v)
diplodocus (n)
dinosaur (n)

dare (v)
stammer (v)

shy (adj)
especially (adv)
magnificent (adj)
on guard (phr)
creepy (adj)
hopscotch (n)

count on (phr v)
wonder (v)
flame (n)
groan (v)
carry on (phr v)
fiercely (adv)
mutter (v)
felt-tip pen (n)
ruffled (adj)
blush (v)
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someone who offers to take part  ⾃願參加者
to come down from above  降落
a dirty mark  污跡
a wrongdoing  過錯
to attract someone very much  使著迷

volunteer (n)
land (v)
smudge (n)
fault (n)
enchant (v)
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annoyed by something you have experienced for a long time  
受夠了

to put or take something quickly  突然伸出
doing things in a careless and awkward way 笨拙的

fed up (adj)

pop (v)
clumsy (adj)

36
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reflect (v)
lumpy (adj)

to send back  反射
having small solid pieces  有塊狀物的

a thick, wet substance   黏液slime (n)40
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bandit (n)
sheriff (n)
examine (v)
murmur (v)
lasso (n)
culprit (n)
spot (v)
fast asleep (phr)
capture (v)
right away (phr)
arrest (n)

a robber  强盗
a police officer  執法⼈員
to study carefully 檢查
to speak in a soft quiet voice  呢喃
a rope formed into a ring for catching cattle套索
a criminal  罪犯
to see and notice  發現
sleeping deeply  熟睡的
to take someone by force 捉拿
in no time  ⽴即
the act of taking someone away because of a crime which they
may have committed  逮捕


